Senior Automation Engineer (London HQ)
We are looking for a quality-focused Senior Automation Engineer to join our engineering team. Our Products
have some automation testing in place but this is an opportunity for an outstanding individual to come in,
establish the frameworks, show us the best practices and own it all.
This is an incredibly exciting time to be joining Acumen’s product delivery team, with an opportunity to influence
the team culture and platform roadmap, at a critical point in our growth towards becoming a cloud-first SaaS
provider, in an environment filled with brilliant people and a passion for excellent customer experiences!

You will be
•

Creating automated test suites and embedding them within our delivery pipelines for both functional
and non-functional acceptance criteria.

•

Checking the end-to-end journeys from frontend to backend, ensuring quality is embedded at each level.

•

Identifying day to day automation tasks and evolving the test framework.

•

Championing testability and providing input and guidance to the organisation.

•

Working alongside Developers, design, and the Product Manager to advance our already distinguished
product offering.

•

Creating, maintaining and executing test strategies.

About you
You will have experience working as a QA within an agile development team and will be able to demonstrate;
•

Understanding of and experience with BDD test automation frameworks such as Selenium, Cypress.

•

Understanding of and experience with API testing tools such as Postman and Karate.

•

Understanding of and experience with Continuous Delivery practices and tools.

•

Basic understanding of security testing principles and tools.

•

Experience of using any performance measuring tools.

If you’ve used similar systems but not these, that’s okay – we're looking for familiarity with the concepts and an
ability to absorb new knowledge quickly and get yourself up to speed with whatever the situation needs.

Benefits
This role offers an attractive salary, quarterly bonus scheme, travel subsidy, private healthcare (including dental
& optical) and pension, as well as lots of opportunity for training. We offer quarterly away days, monthly events,
team initiatives and meet ups. You will get a £1,000 contribution towards your home office set up and will be
able to choose whether you would work best mostly based from home with a £150 per month contribution
towards home working costs, or from our hub office with a £50 per month contribution towards travel.

About Acumen
Acumen deliver lasting change through smart revenue management for consumer brands. We do this through the
deployment of our award-winning applications and delivery of our game changing consulting services.

Apply
To apply, please send us your CV to jobs@acumenci.com

